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Any automorphism of a matroid induces an automorphism of its basis graph, We try t,, 
determine what can be said concerning the automorphi~ms of the basis graph whkh are not 
induced by matroids" automorphisms. In particular, we determine the structure ot the factor 
group of the automorphism group of the basis graph ~+ith respect to the automorphism group of 
the matroid, in the event that this factor group exists. 
We denote by M= (X, ~)  a matroid where X is a finite set (IXI = n) and ~ the 
set of bases of ~'. M is supposed to be non-trivial ([~Bi>~2) and without loop or 
coloop (i.e. I,_)B+m B = X. pe~.~ B =,0). The basis graph of M, denoted L(M), is 
the graph with vertex-set ,~, two vertices B and B' being joined iff they satisfy 
IBF3B'I = h -  1, where h is the rar_k of M. 
Lc~ (;{M) be the automorphism group of M: i.e. G(M)-~ 
{-v ~ Sx : 7(B) ~ ~, VB ~ u6 }, (Sx is the symmetric group acting on X). 
Let G[L(M)] be the automorphism group of the graph L(M); i.e. the set (;~ 
perm Jtations 0 E S~ such that: 
iB n U ' t= h - I @~' Itl,(B)f~tl,(B'~! = h - |. 
Clearly, any automorphism of M induces an at~tomorphism of L(M); thus ( i (Mj  
induces a subgroup of G[L(M)]. To prove that this induced subgroup is isomol+ 
phic to G(M). we have to verify that if "y e G(VI) is such thai ~(/3)= B, VB c//~. 
then ? is the unit of G(M): 
Supoose V# I, thus :ix, y ~ X, x# ~, ~,(x) = y, :IB ~ ~ : x ~ B. If y~ B, ~(B) # B. 
;rod tide property l+ proved: it y~ it, BB ' r  +~: y¢~ B'. and the csd~ange ayiom 
implies 3z  (~ B'+ B such that B" = B--  y ~ z ~ :~', x c Y" and y,/ B" ill|plies 
y(B" # B". L] 
For sake of simplicity we identify (J(M) with the induced subgroup of C)IL(M;J 
trod we write: G(Mi+~G[L(M) ] .  h'! I t ]  we proved II necessary and ,~uflicicnt 
condition on M to have ( ; [M] ~; G[L(M)]" lhen Dr, M.P, Schilwct~,bcrger rai~cd 
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the question ef the faotor group of these two, groups, in case, of course, they are 
r,,at equal. We :-nswer this question here. 
First we give st~me preliminary definitions. 
A component l~It of the matroid M is a matroid such that M = Mn + M2. if A is 
the subset of X inducing M~, we denote M l =/tg- ; (x.~ M2= MA), 
The complete matroid K,  h, of order n and rank h, i~" the matroid such that every 
h-subset of X is a base. 
The duai matroid of M is the matroid M*=(X ,~*) ,  with 90"= 
{X-B; B~}.  
M is self-dual if it is isomorphic to its dual M* (note that M ~',~ M* implies 
n = 2t,). 
M is a minimal self-dual matroid if M is self-dual but nene of the non-trivial 
components of M i=, self-dual. It can easily be seen that a minimal self-dual 
matroid is connected or is the sum of two connected components (M~ + M2, M~ - 
M2*, M~ M2). Any self-dual matroid can be written as a sum of minimal 
self-dual matroids. 
In this paper, the minimal self-dual matroid K~ plays a special role (explained 
in Lemma 1), so we say that the matroid M is s:rictly seif-dual iff none of its 
components i isomorphic to K~. 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let M be a matroid (without loop or eoloop). Let v be the m~rnber of 
strictly self-dual components ofM and q be the number of minimal strictly self-dual 
components of ~,L 
(i) The index of the subgrmp G(M) in G[L(M)] is: 
[G[L(M)]: G(M)]-: 1 ~- v 
(ii) v = 2" - 1 if and only if tl:e disconnected minimal self-dual components ofM 
are not isomorphic. 
Then G[L(M)]= G(M). K; where K is an abelian 2-group such that tk'-~ 
G(M) ,V$cK.  
(iii) G(M} is at~ b~variant subgroup of G[L(M)] if and otzly if the nzi~zimal 
strictly self-dual components of M are not isomorphic. Then 
OEL~M)~ ~ Z: 
G(M) t 
(direct product of q cyclic gro ~ps of order two). 
(iv) If the minimal strictl~ self-dual compone~zts of :'v! are izot isomorphic and 
idemically ~elj'-d~al~ then: 
(A matroid M is identi::ally self-dual if M = M*.) 
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Corollary. Let M be a connected matmid. 
(i) G[L(M)] = G(M), if and only if M¢ M* or M--  K~. 
(ii) G[L(M)]/G(M)--~ Z2, if ahd only if M = M* and Me K~2. 
(iii) If M = M* and Me K~, then G[L(M)] = G(M)®Z2.  bz particular 
S. if n¢2h,  or n=2 and h=l  
G[L(Kh)]= S,,®S2 if n=2h and h¢ l .  
The corollary is a direct consequence of the theorem in the connected case. 
Before proving the theorem, we give three preliminary lemmas. 
Lemma 1. The only matroids M = (X, ,~) possessing an isomorphism y of M onto 
M* such that y(B) = '3, V B • ~, are the matroids a ~ = 3"1 K2, (B X-B) .  
Let B•N.  It is clear that VxeB,  =: ly• /3 :B -x+y•N.  First we prove 
the unicity of y. Suppose 3y 'e /3 :B -x+y '•N.  Thus Br l (B -x+y)= 
B N (B - x + y'). Applying 3' we obtain 
BU(B-x  + y)= BtA(B-x  + y'). 
Thus B + y = B + y', and y = y'. This allows us to d~fine a mapping from B to/3 
by x ---> y. This mapping is clearly surjective because Vy • t], 3B'  • 9~ s~eh that 
y•B ' ;  and y•B ' -B~: : lx•B-B ' :B -x+y•~.  But IBI=IBI=h, thus we have 
a one-to-one mapping between B and i~,. Thus the circuits of M are the pairs 
{x, y} of corresponding elements and M-Y  K, ~. 
Lemma 2. Let M = (X, ~ ) be a matroid. Denote M = Y~ =., M~ the decomposition of
M in connected components with ~ = (X j, ~i), ~J = {B ~ Xj: B e ~}. Thus for any 
~e C[L(M)], there exists a permutation "y c= Sx and o'~ S, (s',mmetric group of 
degree t) such that: 
(i! V(X,)= Xoo~; asS,.  
(ii) Reordering the components of M, 3s. 0 <~ s<~ t, such that v/ ~ij is an isomorph- 
ism from ~ to IVI~(j~; Vi = 1, 2 . . . . .  s; "V/)~ is an isomorphism N)m M i to M,~ci); 
V/=s+l  . . . . .  t. 
(iii) ¢lJ(B)= [U~=~ (x~,0)- 3,(B N Xj))] u[U~=~+~ 3,(B n X~)]: VB ~ ~. 
Lemma 2 is a direct consequence of a result independently proved by W.H. 
Cunningham [3], S.B. Maurer [5], and C.A. Holzmann, P.G. Norton and M.D. 
Tobey [411. They proved that, if the matroids M and M' have isomorphic basis 
graphs, there exists a one-to-one mapping between their connected components 
such that wo corresponding components are ;,sow, orphic or cually isomorphic. 
Lemma 2 is simply obtained applying this result to the case /V? = M'. 
Lemma 3. Let M = (X, ~)  be a matroid. 
(i) .For any g, E G[L(M) ] -  G(M), there exists a strictly self-dual cov~.lponent M,~ 
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of M and ::l'y~.Sx: 
44B)=(~(A)- ,y(BnA))U-y(BNA),  VB~.  
(ii) If MA is a strictly self-dual component of 1~1, the permutation tkA of ~ defined 
by tk~ (B) = (A - 3'A(B D A ) ) U ( B fq A) (where 7:. de~otes an isomorphism of MA 
onto 1V~) ts an element of G[L(M)] -  G(ML 
Proof of (i). O~G[L(M)], thus we use Lemma 2. Denoting A - -U~l  Xi, we 
have MA-  ~-i:-~ Mj and Lemma 2 implies that 34/~ Sx such that 
qI(B)=(y(A)-3,(BN A))U) , (BfqA),  VBe~I.  
(a) First we prove that MA is self-dual. From Lemma 2 we have that A4A-~ 
M~tA), thus to prove tha~ MA = M* it is sufficient o prove that MA = M~.~). For 
any j. 1 ~ j ~< s. define kj as the least positive integer such that er k, (]) ~< s, (such an 
integer k~ always exists because if a is the order of the permutation o" we have 
~r~(j) = j-< s). 
Thus 3,~(Mi)= M*,~, VI: 1 ~ I<~kj, and 3,k'+~(M~)= M~,.,o, Elsewhere cr~'.(j)~s 
implies that M~,,~ is a component of MA, thus M.~,.,~n is a component of M~A~. 
thus  is defined a mapping from the components of MA to the components of Mv(A) 
Mi--oM,.~,.,~, ,. ( l~/~<s) .  
associating two isomorphic omponents. 
This mapping is injective because if 3j and ]'- 1 ~j,  ]'<~s such that cr~,+~tj) = 
¢rk,'*~(/'), with for example ki/> ki, we have O'k'-~' (j)= j', and. from the minimality 
of k i we deduce k~ = ki,, and ] = j'. 
Thus we have a one-to-one mapping between the components of MA and 
~,1¢(,~), associating isomorphic omponents. Thus M,~ is isomorphic to M-~(A~ and 
MA is self-dual. 
(b) Now we prove that $ E G(M) ¢:~ MA = V K~. 
6 (B)=(v(A) -v (BnA) )Uv(B , .~ ,~) .  VB~ 
Thus t~ ~ G(M) if and only if there exists an isomorphism ,/' from M,x to/~'fs~,x~ 
such that ~'(B I'3 A) = ~(A) -  ~,(B C~ A). 
That is "y -~ ' (B~A/= A- (BNA) .  And 
/there exists an isomorphism from MA to M*~ 
O ~ G(M)~ I. mapping B f'l A on A - (B ~ A). 
From Lemma 1. we see that it is equivalent to M,x = x- K~. 
(c) Part (b) proved that ~ G(M) ~ Ma # ~ K~, that is MA ~-= MA, + MA,,. where 
MA,(A'¢: g) is strictly self-dual artd M.x,, = Y. K~, and 
~O(B) = (3,(A') - v(B f] A')) U (v(A") - ~,(B n A")) U v(B t') ,~). 
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From what we have seen in (b) we knew tbat 3~x isomorphism from MA. to 
MyrA,, ~ such that a(B N A") = v (A  ~')- 7(B ~ A") Define 3"e Sx by: 
v ' /A  = a 
v'lA'Ufi, = -~,/A' U fi, 
Then 
4,(B) = (v'(A')-  3/(B D A')) U v'(B A A")[., v'(B N fi,). 
q,(B) = (v'(A') - v'(B N A')) O v'(B N fi~'). 
This achieves the proof of (i). 
l~oo| ot (ii). It is clear that such a t),~ is an element of G[L(M)]. Using part (b) 
of the proof of (i), we see that tkA¢ G(M) because MA is strictly self-dual and 
consequently MA¢ )2 K, 1. 
l[~roo| of the theorem. (i) To each st~iztly self-dual component MA of M, we 
associate tkA e G[L(M)]-- G(M), as defined in Lerr:ma 3(ii): 
tkA(B)=(A- 'yA(BOA) )U(Bfq f iO ,  VB,:_~. 
Now, let qJ be any element of G[L(M)] - G(M). Lemma 3(i) implies timt 33, E Sx 
and ::IM A, strictly self-dual component of M, such that: 
tb (B)=(3 , (A) -MBDA) )U3 , (BDA) ,  VBe~.  
Thus 
Hence 
Oqs~, (B) = V~M(B N A)U  v(B N riD. 
#lO A e G(M) and g, ~ G(M) • tl~A. 
Thus the decomposition of G[L(M)] in cosets modulo its subgroup G(M) can be 
written: 
G[L(h/)] = G(M)+ ~ G(M) - OA. 
A 
Clearly the cosets are distinc~ts: 
G(M) , qJa, = G(M) " ~;,,~ ¢:~ tk,~, • ~a~ e G(M) ~ A1 = A=. 
The only non-trivial part of these equivalences i : 
"41A, " q6~: e G(M) ~ AI = A2, 
Suppose that there exist two strictly self-dual componeots of M, 1~.4A~ and /Vlt,2, 
such that ~A, " '/JA: e G(M) and A~ ¢ A2. We denote as 3'1 (resp. 3'2) the isomorph- 
ism from MA, to M'A, (resp. MA~ tO M'A.) inOucing tkA, (resp. qtA3. 
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Case 1. 3A~_A1-A2 (or A~_A2-A~)  such that MA=M*A. Then, 3y~, 
isomorphism from MA, to M'A, such that y~(A)= A. Let $~., be t~e element of 
G[L(M)] associated with Yb Then SA~" $~,(B) f3 A = A - 3,~(B D A), VB ~ ~; 
SA~. "SA, ~ G(M) and $,% • $'A, ¢ G(M) ::> SA:" $;~., ~ G(M), and Lemma 3 implies 
that MA is not strictly self-dual, which is iml~ssible because MAt is strictly 
self-dual and A c At. 
Case 2. VA~_A~-A2 and ~itAc_A2-A1, MA~M*A. This implies that 
MA,nA~ M*A,nA:. then 3X3~ A~ D A2 such that Mx~ is a connected component 
which is not isomorphic to the dual of any ct~nnected co~,tponent of MA,nA,. Then 
3X~ ~_A~-A2 such that Mx,~-M*, and "SX~_ A , -A~ such that Mx~ M* ~ 
3V' (resp. V~), isomorphism from M^, to M*: (resp. MA: to M'A_.), such that 
3'~(Xt U X3) = Xl U X3 (resp. y~(X2 U X3) = X, U X3). Let ~b~,, (resp. $~..) be the 
element of G[L(M)] associated with ~/~ (resp. y~). Let D= X~ UX2UX3. 
$k," $~,,.(B) n D = [X~- v~(B n x~)] u [x~-  v~(B n x,)] u v~ v~(B n x~) 
Mx, ~ Mx~ ::~ 3or E G(M) exchanging Xt and X2 and fixing any element of X -  
Xl UX2. 
Ot " I/,~, " $~, (B)  (~ (X ,  U X3) = [X  3 -  "y~(B ('~ X1) ] ~,1 [X ,  -- O~" v[(B D )(3)], 
but 
SA," SA._E G(M), $~., • SA, ~ G(M) and 
$~," ~2,¢ G(M) ~ Sk," $k~¢ G(M), 
then ot • $'A, " ~b'a~ ¢ G(M). And Lemma 3implies that lt'fx,~x, isnot strictly self-dual, 
which contradicts he fact that M., is strictly self-dual. And we have proved that 
[G[L(M)]: G(M)] = 1 + v. 
(ii) If the disconnected minimal self-dual components of M are not isomorphic, 
they are mutually non-intersecting, then any sum of minimal strictly self-dual 
components of M is a strictly self-dual component of M, which implies v = 2 '~ - 1. 
In the other cases, v < 2" - l. 
The second cocsequence is that, if {M~; k = 1 . . . . .  q} is the set of minimal 
strictly self-dual components of M, and {$k ; k = 1 . . . . .  q} is the set of associated 
elements of G[L(M)]- G(M); (t~ being associated with Mk in the same way that 
d~ was associated with MA in Lemma 3(ii) we have ~)!,;-=~,$~; Vk, k'~ 
(l . . . . .  q}. 
M~= Y M,, .~_~ . . . . .  q}. 
k~.I 
thus SA = I-lk~ Sk. Thus, if K is the subgroup of G[L(M)] generated by the set 
{$k; k = 1 . . . . .  q}, we see from (i) that G[L(M)] = G(M)" K. And K is an abelian 
group such that V$~ K, $2¢ G(M). 
Among the isomorphisms from Mk tO M*, let W be of minimum order. Then 
the order of ~k is of the form 2'% where tk is an integer greater than 0. If t/~ is the 
element of G[L(M)] associated with ~,~, we see that the order ~f $~ is 2'~ if t~ ~> 1, 
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or 2 if tk = 0. Then K = ~=1 (~) ,  abelian 2-group of order 2 zL,'~, where 
t~={~l if :~>1, 
if tk=0. 
(iii) The hypotheses o~ (iii) are stronger than those of (ii) thus G[L(M)]= 
G(M) .  K, where K is generated by {O~; k= 1 . . . . .  q}. G(M) is an invariant 
subgroup of G[t.(M)] (denoted G(M)'~ G[L(M)]) if and only if: tk~at~k ~ G(M), 
Va ~ G(M) ,  Vk = 1 . . . . .  q. 
6k'~0k (B) = ~'k [(a (Xk) - '~V~ (B n xk)) tj ,~(/3 n "~k)]. 
Thus Okatk~ eG(M)  ¢:~ a(Xk)= Xk. And G(M)<IG[L(M)] ¢~ a(Xk)= Xk; 
Vk = 1 . . . . .  q; Va ~ G(M). This is equivalent to the fact that the minimal strictly 
self-dual components of M are mutually non-isomorphic. 
G[L(M)] ~_ ~ Z2 
G(M) 
follows from (ii). 
(iv) From (ii) and (iii), we have G[L(M)]= G(M) .  K with G(M)<IG[L(M)].  
KNG(M)={1} if and only if t / ,~=l ;Vk=l  . . . . .  q; that is there exists an 
isomorphism 3'k from Mk to ~ of order 2'~ with tk =0 or 1. K,~G[L(M)]  is true 
if Mk=M~k (that is tk=O) ,Vk=l  . . . . .  q, because 7k=l  for any k, implies 
c~ " ~kk " a -1 = Ok, V ct ~ G ( M ) . 
Remark. Note that in [6], S.B. Maurer states the following result: 
(i) Let M be a connected matroid of order n and rank h. Then G[L(M)]= 
G(M) except hat, if ,~ = 2h it is also possible that G[L(M)] = G(M) x Z2. 
(ii) If M is not connected and k of its connected components have order twice 
their rank, then 
G (M) ~ G[L (M)] <~ G (M) × Z~. 
Maurer's resuh is consistent with our theorem in c use 6) but not in case (ii). 
Example. Let M= K~+K~. Maurer's result implies 
G[L(M)]= G(M), (k = 0). 
From our theorem we have q = v = l, thus 
G[L(M)] /G(M) = Z2o 
Any one-to-one mapping 3' between the vertices of K~ and those of K] is an 
isomorphism from M to M*; and 0 defined by 0(B) = 3"(B), VB ~ ~, is clearly an 
element of G[L(/~v/)] - G(M). 
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